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Dirk Radloff Intelligent, funny, over the top, innovative.
These four adjectives come to my mind while listening to
this daring brew of Metal, Jazz and Electronic. One of the
most original albums I found on Bandcamp and it would
deserve more attention.
MorsLeto One word: Dafuq? Oo
HyperCut

1. Jean-Pierre 05:22
2. Coin coin 03:22
3. La roche et le rouleau 02:49
4. Paul 03:11
5. Blue Cuts 01:45
6. Charme oriental 02:05
7. Phillip 08:39

Jeff Conner This is the single most ridiculous album I've
ever heard in my life. This is high fucking art.
Favorite track: Coin coin.
Cyril Glaume Toujours plus haut, toujours plus vite,
toujours plus fou, toujours plus Nawak: le nouveau HaH
nous met les doigts dans la prise et la banane en travers la
trogne. La chro complète:
www.coreandco.fr/chroniques/hardcore-anal-hydrogenhypercut-6605.html Favorite track: Jean-Pierre.

Mar 2018

The Talas of Satan
Apr 2014

8. Murdoc 02:24
9. Entropie Maximum 02:18
10. Sproutch 00:31
11. Daube carotte 02:38
12. Automne 1992 01:40
13. Bontemmieu 01:13

Division Zero

14. Alain, l’homme télévitré 04:47

Apr 2011

more releases...
A new album of Hardcore Anal Hydrogen is always something.
First of all, we are happy, because our website will show up more often
in the search results for “hardcore anal”, and this is absolutely
fantastic.
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Musically speaking, the band truly is at the state of its art.
With « HyperCut », Hardcore Anal Hydrogen has gained in coherence,
and the album has to be seen as a gigantic piece of art here to mess
with what’s left of your brain after an afternoon at the mall with the
kids.
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Download help
Redeem code

The duo offers a 40-minutes uncommun musical experience,
navigating through styles, instruments, and paying tribute to great
artists such as Steve Reich, The Beatles, Meshuggah, Aphex Twin,
Jean Michel Jarre, Pierre Henry, Little Richard, John Coltrane, George
A. Romero, Napalm Death, to quote a few.
After a long work and many researches, a video clip composed of
images processed by artificial intelligence will support the album.
« Hypercut » is one of the craziest album released in the past years,
with influences from Jazz to Black Metal.
Epic, classy, innovative and fun.
released March 23, 2018
some rights reserved
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